Want to be involved in a movement towards food sustainability from the convenience of your computer while gaining experience through an easy internship program? Then this is for you!!!

Join Veggielution in their quest to map and explore the emerging social movement towards sustainable and just food systems. Prepare for leadership roles through critical thinking and meaningful, active engagement through this digital ambassador internship opportunity. Learn about sustainability, social systems, food justice and food politics while you intern with local community partners and investigate the diverse nature of food systems from the ground up.

Digital ambassador interns will simply maintain online social media platforms like twitter and pinterest by updating pictures and other content throughout the summer so Veggielution can increase its public awareness.

*On site work is not required for digital ambassador internship but is welcomed and lots of fun.*
This is a great way to boost your resume even if you don’t plan on staying local during the summer. Super flexible hours and can be done completely on your computer or smart phone!

Contact Chris @ chdchris@ucsc.edu or (650) 669-6950 if interested in this opportunity.

Great for all majors especially environmental studies, marketing, business and anyone passionate about sustainability.